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Mitigation of business risk associated with
cell therapeutic development

Market Risk Likelihood Impact Combined 
score

Risk 
rating

Action/Treatment

Cell therapies 
not 
commercially 
viable

Likely (4) Major (4) 4x4=16 HIGH Poses a serious threat. Requires an immediate 
action to reduce/mitigate the risk.

Low adaptation 
by market of cell 
therapies & 
associated tech

Possible (3) Major (4) 3x4=12 MEDIUM Poses a threat and should be pro-actively 
managed to reduce/mitigate the risk.

Regulatory 
harmonisation 
not achieved

Possible (3) Moderate (3) 3x3=9 MEDIUM Poses a threat and should be pro-actively 
managed to reduce/mitigate the risk.

Integrated Risk Management Approach to iPSC market highlights the need for GAiT
GAiT activities will reduce risks relating to commercial viability, adaption, and regulation through introduction and promotion of 
manufacturing and process standards and building a global haplobank network.



Research 
and discovery
(proof of 
concept)

Pre-clinical
(animal 
models, 
toxicity)

Phase I
(First in 
human 
study) 

Phase II 
(Exploratory)

Phase III 
(Confirmatory)

Market 
Authorization

Commercial 
Manufacture

Very early-stage Early-stage Late-stage “Last”-stage

Donor 
Material

Intermediate 
Material

e.g., differentiated 
progeny

Reprogramming
Expansion and 

Directed 
Differentiation

Further 
Processing and  

Characterization

B

C

D
• Suitable donor assessment and 

procurement.
• Suitable Informed consent 

procurement.
• Ensure safety. and quality by initial 

testing.
• Appropriate storage.
• Collection of enough material to 

allow retrospective assessment later 
on.

• Immune characterization if 
developing allogeneic therapeutic.

• Risk assessment and procurement of 
raw materials.

• Cell line isolation & characterization.
• Consistent line nomenclature and 

information deposition in public databases
• Scalable manufacture (expansion) while 

insuring identity and functionality
• Development of Master Cell Banks (MCBs) 

and Working Cell Banks (WCBs)
• Consistent and indicative quality testing 

across cell processing sites 
• Risk assessment and procurement of raw 

materials.

• Consistent directed differentiation
• Capture and storage of intermediate 

products and progenitor cell lines when 
possible

• Assessment and understanding of 
contaminants (undesired cell types 
including the persistence of 
undifferentiated cells).

• Preclinical safety assessment
• Risk assessment and procurement of 

raw materials.

• In process and final release assays to 
confirm product potency, purity and 
sterility

• Product processing and formulation.
• Stability testing.
• Preclinical safety assessment.
• Product usability and administration
• Clinical trial design and execution
• Assessing and controlling engrafted 

cells to ensure safety
• Risk assessment and procurement of 

raw materials.

Starting 
Material 

e.g., clinical-grade
PSC line

Early decisions made by developers have significant, persistent, and often irreversible consequences for manufacturers. Ideally, such decisions would be 
made by cross-functional teams with expertise (in areas such as clinical application, regulatory affairs, manufacturing, logistics, and commercial) so as to 
maximize translational efficiency and clinical impact of the final therapeutic product.

Final
Therapeutic 
Product
e.g., Cells, tissue engineered 
product or combination 
product to be transplanted 
into the patient 

e.g., donor cells or IVF 
blastocysts



Process development stage (Pre-IND)

GMP incorporation into WCB, product and quality analytics

Clinical trial planning

Preclinical studies (pharmacological and toxicological studies)

IND Licence Application

Clinical trial stage
Investigatory New Drug (IND) Approval 

Ph 1 clinical trial

CMC process lock and validation

Ph 2/3 clinical trials

Biologics Licence Application

BLA Approval

Design stage (Pre-Pre-IND)
Proof of Concept

Risk identification & beginning of risk assessment

Generation of seed stocks

Material identification and procurement

Preliminary process design & determination of which cells to bank

Open regulatory meetings

Generation and qualification of Master Cell Bank (GMP)

Process Research (Characterization of design space)

Development of Working Cell Bank

Regulatory roadmap for iPSC cell therapies



Progressive planning 
(e.g., using a regulatory 
Roadmap for early clinical 
trials)

Regressive planning 
(e.g., starting with the patient’s 
requirements and the final 
therapeutic product and 
working backwards using 
Quality by Design (QbD 
framework)

A

Reprogramming

Pluripotent stem cell
(PSC)

Banking
Expansion

Differentiation
Purification

Analysis

Final therapeutic product

Donor material

Design stage
• When planning for efficient translation to the clinic, assessment and minimization of patient risk is essential.
• Early decisions made in development have significant consequences for manufacturing and overall clinical impact.
• Manufacturers should work closely with early developers to make decisions that allow efficient translation.
• Most translations efforts fail in the design stage (though this is not known at the time) through insufficient 

planning.

Application

Self renewal
Pluripotent



www.gait.global

Global Alliance for iPSC Therapies (GAiT)

Mission: “To enable the global human community the 
opportunity to benefit from the new generation of cell 

therapies by facilitating the development of, and 
access to, clinical-grade and haplotyped induced 
pluripotent stem cells for the manufacture of cell 

therapy products.”

Induced pluripotent stem cell (iPSC)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Stephen S.



Potential areas for standardization

• Consenting forms
• Clinical acceptability
• Derivation process
• Quality
• Grading
• Specification 
• Manufacturing processes
• In-process controls
• Regulatory acceptance
• Documentation and history file



Bringing iPSC therapies to the clinic requires building a holistic 
vision for translation and breaching information siloes

Clinicians

Academia
Patients

Politicians                   Regulators                                           Ethicists

SMEs

Manufacturers

Hospitals

Investors

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Meaning and language. People think they understand what others are saying but actually definitions of words different between group. Need to talk in stakeholder’s language and show bigpicture and concrete examples.Investors – Valley of Death – Net GainSix sigma – tools and techniques for process improvement, identify defects, minimise variability, understand and manage risk where possible..LeanRapport skills, situational awareness skills, self and team dynamics awareness. Entitlement,ego.



Survey members on Quality

• How are they currently testing for quality?
• Even are they testing for quality (!)?
• Important to get a baseline to understand overall understanding of 

the issues and range of understanding among your stakeholders.
• What tools do they use?
• How often do they test?
• To what level of expertise of tester? To what standards are the testing 

facilities run?
• In house or out sourced testing?



QC guidelines for clinical-grade iPSCs –
living document reviewed regularly to 
maintain ‘fitness for purpose’

Use of clinical-grade human induced pluripotent stem cell (iPSC) 
lines as a starting material for the generation of cellular 
therapeutics requires demonstration of comparability of lines 
derived from different individuals and in different facilities. This 
requires agreement on the critical quality attributes of such lines 
and the assays that should be used. Working from established 
recommendations and guidance from the International Stem Cell 
Banking Initiative for human embryonic stem cell banking, and 
concentrating on those issues more relevant to iPSCs, a series of 
consensus workshops has made initial recommendations on the 
minimum dataset required to consider an iPSC line of clinical grade, 
which are outlined in this report. Continued evolution of this field 
will likely lead to revision of these guidelines on a regular basis.
https://www.futuremedicine.com/doi/10.2217/rme-2018-0095
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Release Criteria for ‘clinical-grade’ iPSC

Attribute Test

Identity STR profile

Microbiological sterility Mycoplasma, bacteriology, and viral testing

Endotoxin Endotoxin

Genetic fidelity and stability Residual vector testing and karyotype (G-banding; diploid)

Viability Dye exclusion test or flow cytometry (>60%)

Characterization Flow cytometry for >2 markers from an accepted panel (>70%)

Potency Embryoid body formation and/or directed differentiation



Critical Quality Attributes for clinical-grade iPSC lines
Attribute Test Status Recommended analytical method Acceptance criteria 
Identity STR Mandatory STR profiles 

Performed by accredited laboratory 
Compare donor material with iPSC 
line.

Microbiological sterility Mycoplasma Mandatory Qualified qPCR or culture (broth/agar or Vero inoculation/DNA 
stain) method 
Use of Pharmacopoeial methods USP<63>, Ph.Eur.2.6.7 and 
JP17<G3>,

Negative

Bacteriology Mandatory Use of Pharmacopoeial methods USP<71> and <61>, 
Ph.Eur.2.6.27 and 2.6.1, JP17<4.05> and <4.06>

Negative

Viral testing Mandatory Based on risk assessment of starting and raw materials 
Use Pharmacopeial methods USP<1237>, Ph.Eur.2.6.16 and 
2.2.62, JP17<G3>

Negative

Endotoxin Endotoxin Mandatory Use Pharmacopeial methods USP<85>, Ph.Eur.2.6.14, JP17<4.01> Negative

Genetic fidelity & stability Residual vector testing Mandatory Appropriate specific assay to be used Negative

Karyotype Mandatory G Banding Normal
≥20 metaphases

SNP arrays For information

WGS/WES cancer associated panels and other 
genetic, and disease marker analysis

For information

Viability Viability Mandatory Dye exclusion test on recovery of a typical iPSC culture after 48 
hours in culture

Use Pharmacopeial methods USP<1046>, Ph.Eur.2.7.29

Doubling time Not required
Data may be added for information

Cell debris Not required
Characterisation Flow cytometry Mandatory A minimum of two markers from an accepted panel (SSEA4, 

TRA1-60, OCT4, Nanog etc.).
Use Pharmacopeial methods USP<1027>, Ph.Eur.2.7.24

Markers should typically be 
positive on >80% of cells in the 
Master Cell Bank

Immuno-cytochemistry For information
Differentiated cells Not required, for information

Potency Phenotypic Mandatory EB formation and/or directed differentiation.
Teratoma formation not required as a potency assay.  

Demonstration of cells from all 3 
germ layers

Molecular For information PluritestTM or ScorecardTM



Some of the release criteria currently lack 
pharmacopeial guidance
• How can we build confidence that such unstandardized quality testing 

is consistent and indicative?

• Quality labs involved in transplantation and transfusion frequently 
run International and National External Quality Assessment Schemes 
to insure consistency of clinical testing

• GAiT has reformed a simplified version of this, to illustrate the need 
for alignment and production of better analytics.



Bioprocessing Technology Institute, A*STAR, 
Singapore

Bluerock Therapeutics, USA

Cell and Gene Therapy Catapult (CGTC), UK

Center for iPSC Research and Application, Kyoto 
University (CiRA), Japan

Centre for Commercialization of Regenerative 
Medicine (CCRM), Canada

Centre for Regenerative Medicine Barcelona (CMRB), 
Spain

Centre for Stem Cell Research, Christian Medical 
College Vellore, India

Fate Therapeutics, USA

Federal University Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

Fujifilm Cellular Dynamics, Inc, USA

INSERM INGESTEM / IPSIRIUS, France

Korean Institute of Health (KNIH), Korea

Murdoch Children's Research Institute (MCRI), 
Australia

New York Stem Cell Foundation (NYSCF), USA

Scottish National Blood Transfusion Service (SNBTS), 
UK

STEMCELL Technologies, Canada

University of São Paulo (USP), Brazil

YposKesi, France

INAUGURAL iPSC QUALITY 
ASSESSMENT TRIAL



Genetic testing was consistent and 
indicative across all 18 sites.



Characterization by Flow Cytometry Testing yielded
Inconsistent results and conclusions across the 18 sites.
Many sources of variability present.



Alignment exercises, like this Quality Assessment Round
Build, confidence in consistency and indicitiveness of quality 
Tests where pharmacopeial guidance is lacking.

Provide motivation to further align Quality Testing SOPs
where inconsistent results and conclusions.

Workshops and 2nd iPSC Quality Assessment Round forthcoming.
40 institutions globally.
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Mandatory Donation, 
Procurement, and 
Testing Data 
Fields for clinical-grade 
iPSCs in the GAiT’s 
haplobank system



Example of donor consent form for 
generation of clinical-grade iPSC



Summary

• Value of QbD mindset when developing iPSC therapeutics
• Critical Quality Attributes for clinical-grade induced pluripotent stem 

cells
• Release testing for clinical-grade induced pluripotent stem cells –

tests lacking pharmacopeial guidance, building confidence through 
Quality Assessment Rounds with CiRA Foundation

• More detail at www.gait.global



Thank you for your interest in GAiT. 

News and information in 37 languages at www.gait.global

http://www.gait.global/


KHIB
Core Facility for Korea 

HLA-Typed iPSC Banking 

Susan Solomon

Michael May
Jaqueline Barry

Chairman: Marc Turner (SNBTS, UK)

Current GAiT Member Organizations and Board

Jihwan Song

More detail on GAiT Supporting Organizations and the GAiT Board is available at www.gait.global

Ronald Li

Annelise Bennaceur Griscelli

Anna Falk
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